
Purity 
Reflections



White diamonds
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The Purity family has a new premium member:  
Purity Reflections. The flatware range made 
from delicate Noble China features a highly  
striking relief reminiscent of cut diamonds. The 
decor Arc Deco bleu from Purity Reflections  
is  sure  to  be  a  conversation  starter.
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The finishing 
touch

In these increasingly virtual times, Purity Reflections brings  
the sense of touch back to the table. The relief does not  
affect  handling,  stacking  or  hygiene. 
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The finishing 
touch

Party games

In combination with variants from the  
Purity range, the diamond relief sets  
a sparkling tone. Fine linen underscores 
the classic elegance and lightness of  
the  collection.
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Purity Reflections is ideal for those who prefer to use  
classic white plates rather than colourful, decorated  
items. The structured rim relief will catch the eye without  
taking  all  of  the  spotlight. Understated 

eye-catcher
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Happy couples

The plate and saucer go perfectly with the simple cups from  
Purity Classic. The Purity Reflections flatware range was specifically   
designed  for  flexible  combinations.
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Family arrangements

The raised relief on the Purity Reflections rims creates a  
vibrant interplay of light and shadow. Playground items  
made  from  wood  and  glass  underline  the  elegant  flair.
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Design 
elements

 

Classic, striking and suitable for a wide range of food 
presentations. The multifunctional items with high and  
low  effects  become  designer  pieces  on  the  table.
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Article 

Art.No. Max Diam. Case Pack 

In .. 

Flat Plate with Rim 

690067 6.5" ® 

690072 8.9" @ 

690076 10.2" @ 

690079 11.2" @ 

690082 12.4" @ 

Deep Plate with Rim 

690174 9.3" @ 

690179 11.3" @ 

Saucer with Rim 

696959 5.4" ® 

Com bi Saucer with Rim 

696969 6.3" ® 
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Autorisierter Partner von Bauscher  |  Authorized Bauscher partner
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